Father, Mother, Life, I call upon Beloved Metatron, to share with us any further aspects of
this upcoming activation that we may need to be aware of as we enter this Time Warp
Recalibration and Re-Booting of the Dragon Magno-Crystalline Leys through the Mountain
Ranges of the World. I also ask Metatron to speak of the points raised while Sue and I were on
top of Mont Poupet, while over-looking Salins les Bains in France, regarding the releasing of old
memories stored in salt crystals. Thank you!

Blessings Dear Ones, I Am Metatron and I have been waiting to come and share with you at
this most auspicious occasion, where multiple Leys of crysto-electromagnetic representations of
consciousness, in all their forms of Creation, are made manifest. “All life is made up of these
foundational patterns of vibrational Light Codes, regardless of the level of consciousness that
pertains to them”. This is the message I wish to share with you this night, one of a unified

consciousness of Life All coming together to offer greater awareness in the unfolding
amalgamations what you are calling Father, Mother Life. You are not alone you see!
Humans have for far too long chosen to remain mindless of all the supporting life forms that
have always been there with you, not only supporting your day to day lives, but awaiting to hear
from you of the things you desire to make your lives so much more pleasurable, so much more
enlivened, so much more enriched with Love, Wisdom and Power. And so after eons of time,
both artificial and natural, humanity is beginning to wake up to the fact that they are not alone.
They are not just realizing that they are surrounds by many forms of Beings, but they are now
beginning to be able to differentiate between those whom are benevolent and those who are not.
And there are so many generous, compassionate, benign, magnanimous and Gracious Beings and
Life Forms, whose Divine Qualities and Virtues are available for your use also.
Mankind chosen to lose its memory but in making other mis-conceived and mis-informed
choices, they have embedded all around and within themselves memories that do not Serve for
the Highest Good of All Concerned. And sadly these, due to their nature and length of existence
cannot be erased that easily. Not even in the process of death! For no amount of lifetimes can
erase the past lives of misery, pain, hardships, loss and lack, sickness and disease, suffering of the
most heinous kinds. That is until the Consciousness of the Ain Soph Or, The Infinite Light,
has begun to penetrate and permeate the entire crysto-electromagnetic Consciousness patterns of
the biological systems.
Once this happens and the awareness migrates to the next Levels of Consciousness the
discovery is made, that EVERYTHING IS CONSCIOUSNESS and this Consciousness is All
There Is! With this discovery of this New Self Realization, a huge elevation in Light Frequency
begins to take place, and with this increased Light Quotient, yet another Self Realization is made,
that is that within each one there lays dominant an Inner Power Source of the Greatest
Magnitude, The Energy of Pure Light that can be stopped by nothing until all that is out of
alignment with IT, is brought back to a Pure Balance that is Omni-Present, Omni-Potent and
Omniscient.

With this understanding one begins to work with everything in terms of Light Vibration and
Light Quotient, stopping at nothing that covers or shrouds this Light from being Radiated.
Then it is Self Realized that nothing in the world is as material as it may appear, just packets of
Light experiencing multidimensional reality within the Realms of Light.
This Recalibration and Re-Booting then contains within it your part as human beings within
the Divine Family of Light, to share the Light from the reality of the biological building blocks
within the human biology, in a very specific way. Very crudely put, to become a manufacturing
plant, whose end product is Divine LIGHT! Imagine this for a moment. Here is the human
being, entering the Factory of Light at one end of the building. There are many entrances to
enter all with different names placed upon them, ‘Ill Health’, ‘Emotional Disorders’, Pain and
Suffering’, ‘Disease’, ‘Loss of Memory’, ‘Regret and Guilt’, ‘Unhappiness’, just to name a few.
You get the idea! One enters the doors and goes through a miasma of processes that within each
one a little Light is generated and Radiated out of the human. One has to keep returning to the
beginning of the plant and go through each door until finally the realization comes that THEY
ARE THE LIGHT and have ALWAYS BEEN so!
Seeing oneself as they truly are, is Life Changing and as this happens transformations,
transmutations and transfigurations begin to occur. One then eradicates the old beliefs of
separation, division, and of being alone in the Universe of The Ain Soph Or, or Infinite Light!
One then understands that they are not human, but an Image of the Adam/Lilith Kadmon Race.
Now that each of you have come to this part of your own evolutionary process, having passed
through many doors of the Factory of Light, you enter a New Paradigm of Consciousness that
affords you new experiences that will rocket you forward for the purposes you have all come to
Earth.
The Re-calibration and the Re-booting of the magno-crystalline Leys around the world has
been underway for a very long time as I have revealed to you through Brother James Tyberonn.
And each of you have played your parts with great diligence and conscientiousness. Not always
conscious of it, but that is where your Light has Shone before you so that you would eventually
become conscious of it.
The changes taking place around the world are in direct alignment with the changes taking
place within the cosmos. Not just this cosmos I might add. I tell you I have so much Love in
my Heart for you, there is a Harmonic Symphony playing that is supporting humanity and the
earth changes that are presently unfolding and that will continue to unfurl for decades to come.
I tell you that science and spirituality must combine together to fulfill their greatest potentials
here upon earth. Science and Spirituality, along with Quantum Physics that shall soon become a
part of your lives within your Radiation Centres, will prove the impossible, as humanity sees and
accepts as impracticable, without a solution, ridiculous and hopeless. But before the Radiation
Centres can function from within these new paradigms of Science, Spirituality, Quantum Physics
and Intergalactic Communications with the Ain Soph Or, each one of the Members, Disciples
and Masters alike, must qualify such things within themselves first.
This is going to take some great effort on your parts. Dedication to rightful regimes of practice
in each of these areas of the Adam Kadmon/Lilith Kadmon Life. To do this you are being asked

to modify your lives to compliment these new tasks. And they will be tasks, chores of mental
focus, physical durability, emotional stabilization and balance. It will take study and most of all
experience through Love In Action. Make no mistake Dear Disciples, that Factory of Light is
operational 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days of the year. So keep returning until you
KNOW you need return no longer – that is when you will be able to enter your Christ Councils
of the New Radiation Centres and Pyramidal Temples of Infinite Light. Go ahead and build
them, get them ready to be of Service, but in the meantime, concentrate on that which lays before
you to help clear and cleanse and make way for the billions that will follow you.
So apart from the Re-calibration and Re-booting of the magno-crystalline Leys with the
Dragons, I Am asking you to make these following provisions in your ceremonies. I have alluded
to these with Peter and Sue upon the Mont Poupet as they overlooked the Salt Mines of yesteryear within the village of Salins Les Bains. Within every crystal structure upon the earth memory
is held. It can be past, present or future. It has been spoken of in the Elemental Grace Alliance
Discourses. The memory of consciousness that is embedded everywhere, none more prominent
than the Earth and all Her crysto-electromagnetic structures. In Salins les Bains we made
reference to salt, all over the world that presently holds and shall continue to hold old, destructive,
impure, dark, and mis-creative memory patterns of years of slavery, power, control, use in many
malicious ways. Likewise I make reference here to Saline Solutions used in hospitals and medical
procedures. Yes they may be sterile, but they still hold conscious memories of the crystalline
elements that make up salt.
So everything around the world that contains salt, including the rivers, seas and oceans of the
world. All Minerals that contain salt crystals have been effected by mining and mis-use for
malicious intentions of some kind. So I Am asking that you include the clearing, cleansing and
healing of all salt crystals upon the planet. Let us not stop there! Sugar!! Here is another
crystalline substance that has caused countless billions upon billions of imbalanced conditions
around the world. Again slavery, manufacture of addictive substances etc, etc. And what I Am
alluding to here does not differentiate between natural or manmade products or substances. So
may damaging chemical concoctions. All these things are calling for Re-Booting in consciousness.
I could go on and on about crystalline substances that humanity both uses and disseminates
around the globe for addition, control, huge profits and imbalances by the thousands.
This Re-calibration is going to be one of the greatest benevolent events of this planet and it
shall take those with Eyes to See, Ears to Hear, and Hearts to Know, the Truth of what has
transpired in the past to clear and cleanse in the Present for all humanity, the Elementals, Devas
and Angelic Host in the future. Humans are made up of these crysto-electromagnetic structures
and so they too must be included in this Time Warp magno-crystalinne Re-calibrations and ReBooting Activations.
In the environmental alterations and energy shifts that will code the crystal grids as well as the
crysto 'sun discs' within the Crystal Vortexes of Arkansas, along with the others around the
world, they will synergize symbiotically with the biological shifts in the human body into an
opalesque crysto-silicon base. Silicon is the only element capable of replacing carbon, for only
carbon and silicon have the valence points (& other attributes) needed to support human biology.
The liquid carbon under the ground of Yellowstone and the Grand Tetons now takes on a whole

new understanding. It is alchemically being transmuted into Its Original Crysto Crystalline Light
Form do you see!
Light is crysto-silicon based as you have learned from the bees as they fly their pollen missions,
generating Light Patterns for the benevolence for all, in the information sheet,
I have told you in the Discourses shared through Tyberonn that Nature does not see disasters
as humans do. So this is all about, Warping the Time Fabric of Human Consciousness, by
removing all inappropriate programs and belief system presently held within the conscious
perceptions of mankind. I would highly recommend that you all revisit my channel on the
Changing of Reality again and again, for within it, each time, you will garner greater Light and
this Process is now firmly in your Light that Radiates within and from your Hands,
metaphorically speaking. Dear Souls, remember this, location, location, location; keep moving
for within this movement the Universe has greater potentials to flow through you and share with
you the markers and signatures (Signs in Nature) that will Guide and Assist you in your
endeavors! Consciousness, Consciousness, Consciousness; keep striving to expand your
consciousness. Remove yourself from anything that is low vibrational, until you have the Power,
Love and Wisdom to be able to control these lower resonances, else they will continue to
consume you. Lastly, Light Quotient, Light Quotient, Light Quotient; do all you can to raise
your vibrational frequencies to Higher levels, both as individuals and groups. Remember the
more you engage that is structured within the past to more you will create resistances. Change
your methodologies and make way for your new Creative Ventures and Manifestations.
In closing I tell you Dear Human, you are that Factory of Light! Each of are working within
that Factory at your own pace, but that pace is only of your making, determined by your own
awareness and thinking!
We so Love Humanity and will go to extraordinary lengths to keep you all safe within the
Cosmic Flow of Infinite Light. I Am Metatron at your Service!
And So It Is.

